
What is a Poker Tournament?
 

Casinos are one of the oldest gambling and card game businesses in the world. Casinos in

Las Vegas are considered the "world's" casino. Casinos have a long history in Spain, Africa,

the Philippines, England, Japan and more. No other card game or gambling business has

grown as large and popular as the casinos have over the years. There are millions of people

who play card games at any given time throughout the world. 

 

Casino is perhaps the only game that has become so popular in English speaking nations.

Though it's traditionally thought to have originated in Italy, actually there isn't any direct

evidence of it being played there, just under the name. Casino is probably the oldest game

known to man and has its origins in ancient Greece. It was the first game to incorporate the

betting system of "tabbing" - where each player places a bet on a card by writing down what

they think the card will be worth at a certain point in the game. 

 

One of the most popular games at a casino these days is the casino card game, also called

"card games."  In a traditional three-card poker hand, the players alternate taking turns

throwing the cards in from their hands. The players may call (match) or fold (quit) after a

period of time has passed. This game can be very easy or very complicated. It all depends

on how good you are at reading other people's behavior. One of the most successful casino

card games is "Texas Holdem" or "Texas Holdem Texas." 

 

The basic rule is that you can "call" another player if they have a higher than "low" hand. You

can "fold" when your hand is superior to theirs. To win, the player with the best combination

of high and low cards will receive even money. The highest card can't be called.  Once the

game gets going, you will see this result many times. 

 

If a hand has a high card and the highest card player in the table doesn't have a

corresponding low card, then this hand is known as "high-low," and it can be dealt anywhere

on the table except for the final table. More helpful hints It will be owned by either the dealer

or the player that had the highest card at the beginning of the round. If a hand has a low card

and the lowest player at the table doesn't have a corresponding high card, then this hand is

called "open-ended." In this case, the cards are laid out from left to right over the dealer's

table. 

 

In a standard game of poker, there are seven cards dealt to each player. In a "Deck" only the

cards are dealt. A "Deck" is simply a name for the part of the casino where the games are

held. In a casino game, each card is laid out from left to right over the poker table, unless a

"High Card" is laid out before the game begins. Then the cards are dealt from the high card

to the low card. 

 

During all versions of the game (poker, blackjack, slot machines, etc.) there is always one

object. That object is to build the pot, which is the amount of money kept by the house.

Players accumulate money by folding their cards and winning hands. Players can also
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accumulate money by "holding" or "building" cards, which are terms referring to what cards

are in a particular player's hand and which cards are on the table. 

 

In a betting round, players place pre-paid bids, or bets, on the cards in the betting round.

Bids represent the maximum amount of money that a player can put into the pot. Once a

player has made a bid, that player must either remove a card from the deck (if it is already in

the hand), or fold. After all players have placed their bids, the dealer reveals the top card and

the rest of the cards face up. The cards are turned face down and removed from the deck.


